
 

 

APPLICATION FOR AUTHORISATION 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Application is hereby made under subsection(s) 88 (1A)/88 (1) of the Competition and Consumer 
Act 2010 for an authorisation: 

 to give effect to a provision of a contract, arrangement or understanding that is, or might risk 
being, a cartel provision within the meaning of Division 1 of Part IV of that Act. 

 to negotiate or make a contract or arrangement, or arrive at an understanding, where a 
provision of the proposed contract, arrangement or understanding would be, or might be, a 
cartel provision within the meaning of Division 1 of Part IV of that Act. 

This Application is brought by Co-Operative Supermarkets Australia Limited: “CSA” 

1. APPLICANT  

(a) Applicant Details: 

Co-Operative Supermarkets Australia Limited ARBN:  

Registered Office:  

1 Rosserdale Crescent, Mount Eliza VIC 3930 

Telephone Number:  

Contact:   Mark Love 

Email:    

Address in Australia for service of documents on the applicant: 

Mr Mark Love 

Secretary 

C/-Bradley Allen Love, Lawyers  

Level 9 

40 Marcus Clarke Street  

Canberra City ACT 2601 

Email:  

...................................................................................................................................... 

  



 

 

2. DESCRIPTION OF BUSINESS CARRIED ON BY APPLICANT AND RELEVANT 
CONDUCT: 

CSA is an incorporated “Co-operative” registered in Victoria, whose members comprise the 
managers of the Independent Retail Grocery Stores located within Australia1, each operating 

supermarkets and convenience stores. The membership structure recognises the role, 
participation and benefit delivered to the store owner, defined in the Rules of CSA2 as the 

Associated Controller; formal membership by the individual and the position of their 
Associated Controller should be seen as synonymous. 

It is those CSA members3 and the Associated Controllers who will coalesce in the “collective” 

under the co-operative structure of CSA. CSA will, for the benefit of its members and the 
Associated Controllers: 

1. Discuss, negotiate, enter into or give effect to: 

a. contracts, arrangements or understandings relating to or that have the effect of 
(or providing for); 

b. the fixing, controlling or maintaining of the price4 for, or a discount, allowance, 

rebate, benefit or credit to be given; 

in respect to the supply, acquisition or re-supply of goods and/or services, as between a 
supplier in the Australian grocery industry supply chain and the Associated Controllers (as 
defined in the Rules of CSA as the owner or controller of the member’s retail store) of 
CSA’s members. 

2. Research and disseminate information concerning the retail and wholesale grocery 
industry in Australia for the benefit of its members. Such information will not only be 
researched from third party sources, but also from CSA members, including, without limit, 
sharing information concerning price and conditions of supply offered to or existing with 
CSA members by suppliers.5 

3. Represent its members in negotiation with stakeholders of all kinds including, without 
limit, Governments and their agencies and suppliers of goods or services to member 
businesses, so as to address costs and benefits affecting the retail and wholesale grocery 
industry in Australia. 

                                                      

1 Each member is a manager, nominated for membership by the Store Owner. 

2 Attached as Annexure 2 Part 2. 

3 And their associated Store Owners (Associated Controllers). 

4 The “price” refers to the “price to the member”, rather than the “price for retail resale” by the member.  Members will 

continue to engage in retail promotions organised with suppliers, including through CSA. It is expected that the 
resulting terms of retail offering will continue to be regulated in the ordinary way, in the ordinary manner of retail 
grocery store operation. It is the collective conduct of CSA in engaging with the suppliers for promotions organised 
through CSA to which this Application is addressed, not authorisation for any resulting terms of any resulting retail 
offering by members. 

5  CSA members are expected to abide by obligations of confidence, so far as they exist at law. 



 

 

4. Organise and co-ordinate the supply of goods and services of all kinds to its member 
associated businesses. 

The relevant conduct for this Application is the conduct of both CSA and that of its members, 
which includes: 

1. the negotiation and entry into terms to secure the supply of goods and service to 
Associated Controllers (as defined in the Constitutional Rules of CSA) of CSA’s 
members, where those goods or services are either consumed in the member 
businesses or offered for sale through the member businesses. 

2. The imposition and enforcement of the “active member test” enshrined in the Rules of 
CSA which requires active trading in the goods and services offered through CSA’s 
system during each rolling two month period6. 

The means of delivery of member benefits shall be through CSA establishing an ordering 
interface between suppliers (with whom it has successfully negotiated terms) and its 
members’ Associated Controllers, operating a centralised system through which orders can 
be placed by CSA Associated Controllers, according to published standing terms of offer 
agreed by CSA with suppliers; that is the core operation of CSA. 

Such contracts, arrangements or understandings could include any aspect of the terms of 
supply, such as terms of price, volumes and promotional conditions, rebates and benefits 
earned from a supplier, terms of credit, delivery, picking and packing fees, logistic charges, 
insurance, rights to refund or credit from spoilage, ullage and so on, without limit.  

Such offers are to be available only to CSA members7.  

More detail is supplied in Annexure 1 Part 1. 

...................................................................................................................................... 

3. CONTRACT, ARRANGEMENT OR UNDERSTANDING 

(a) Description of the contract, arrangement or understanding, whether proposed 
or actual, for which authorisation is sought: 

The contracts, arrangements or understandings for which authorisation is sought, are 
proposed and include: 

1. The “active member test” in the Rules of CSA which require the Associated Controllers of 
CSA’s members to actively trade through CSA during each rolling two month period. That 
provision is found at Rule 4.2 of the Rules of CSA at Annexure 2 Part 2; and the 
discussion at Annexure 1 Part 2; and 

2. Collective bargaining of contracts, arrangements or understandings between suppliers of 
all kinds in the Australian grocery industry supply chain for the benefit of: 

a. The Associated Controllers of CSA’s members, with a view to: 

                                                      

6 See Rule 4.2 of the Rules of CSA, Annexure  2 Part 2 and  Annexure 1 Part 3 

7 More specifically, their Associated Controllers. 



 

 

i. posting standing offers to CSA member, posted through CSA’s systems; 
or  

ii. determining terms of supply to CSA members; 

b. CSA, for goods and services for resupply to the Associated Controllers of CSA’s 
members, with a view to making such goods or services available to CSA 
members through standing offers posted through CSA’s systems. 

These could include contracts, arrangements or understandings which relate to or that have 
the effect of (or providing for) fixing, controlling or maintaining of the price8 for, or a discount, 

allowance, rebate, benefit or credit to be given in respect of the supply, acquisition or re-
supply of goods and/or services, but ultimately for the goods or services to be offered to the 
Associated Controllers of CSA’s members. The process will likely include the sharing of 
market intelligence across CSA members. Hence, the conduct and arrangements concerned 
risk being perceived as a cartel provision within the meaning of Division 1 of Part IV of that 
Act. 

The goods and services to which such contracts, arrangements or understandings (including 
the “active member test”) are goods or services of all kinds, where those such goods or 
services are to be offered through the business of CSA and are either: 

1. consumed in CSA member businesses (or that of their Associated Controller); or  

2. offered for sale through CSA member businesses. 

Such contracts, arrangements or understandings could include not only terms of price, 
volumes and promotional conditions, but rebates and benefits earned, terms of credit, 
delivery, picking and packing fees, logistic charges, insurance, rights to refund or credit from 
spoilage, ullage and so on, without limit.  

In that stated context, CSA seeks authorisation for such provisions which are negotiated, 
discussed or agreed by CSA with the suppliers of goods or services of all kinds, where those 
goods or services are to be offered through the business of CSA where either:  

1. the collective representation of CSA of its members by which the provision concerned 
was negotiated; or  

2. the terms of the provision itself; 

might be or might risk being, or relate to or that have the effect of (or providing for) fixing, 
controlling or maintaining of the price for, or a discount, allowance, rebate, benefit or credit to 
be given in respect of the supply to the CSA member of such goods or services. 

These provisions will be the terms by which the Associated Controllers of CSA’s members: 

1. can acquire such goods and services for use or sale in their businesses, where that 
acquisition occurs either through the agency or operations of CSA or from CSA by resale 
to the CSA member9; or 

                                                      

8 See footnote 1. 

9 Or it’s Associated Controller. 



 

 

2. can be become eligible for a discount, allowance, rebate, benefit or credit to be given by 
or on behalf of the supplier in respect of or associated with either: 

a. the supply of goods or services to the Associated Controllers of CSA’s members; 
or 

b. the placement, display or promotion of the goods or services, once the goods or 

services are supplied to the Associated Controllers of CSA’s members. 

...................................................................................................................................... 

(b) Description of the goods or services to which the contract, arrangement or 
understanding (whether proposed or actual) relate: 

The Application (and the provisions and conduct to which this Application is addressed) 
extends to goods or services of all kinds, where those goods or services are offered through 
the business of CSA and are either: 

1. consumed in Applicant member businesses (or that of their Associated Controller); or  

2. offered for sale through the Applicant member businesses. 

These goods and services will be all manner of things offered through and consumed by a 
supermarket, for which a list is limited on by the ‘degree of resolution of categories’, but as a 
non-binding guide: 

1. beverages including: tea, coffee, soda, juice, powdered drink mix, hot chocolate, 

water, etc.; 

2. bread, bakery and pastry items; 

3. breakfast & cereal; 

4. canned goods & soups; 

5. cleaning supplies – laundry detergent, dishwashing soap, etc.; 

6. condiments, spices, sauces & baking needs; 

7. cookies, snacks & candy; 

8. dairy, eggs & cheese; 

9. deli & signature café; 

10. dry grocery items; 

11. flowers; 



 

 

12. freight, logistics and the like; 

13. frozen foods; 

14. grains, pasta & sides; 

15. health & beauty, personal care & pharmacy – pharmacy items, shampoo, toothpaste; 

16. international cuisine items; 

17. meat & seafood; 

18. miscellaneous – gift cards/wrap, stationary, batteries, etc.; 

19. paper products – toilet paper, paper towels, tissues, paper plates/cups, etc.; 

20. pet care; 

21. pharmacy; 

22. produce: fruits & vegetables; and 

23. tobacco. 

The Application (and the provisions and conduct to which this Application is addressed) 
extends the representation of CSA Members and their Associated Controller in the 
assessment and negotiation of terms between CSA members and those offering goods and 
services in the Australian grocery industry supply chain, such as in respect of: 

1. insurances (of the member business);  

2. electricity and other negotiable utilities; 

3. packaging; 

4. advertising; 

5. business, administrative and display systems; 

6. data collection and use; 

7. electricity and other negotiable utilities; 

8. financial accommodation and services; 



 

 

9. logistics and freight; 

10. insurances; 

11. ranging and merchandise services; 

12. retail promotion, display and placement of goods or services; and 

13. wholesale supply; 

where such supplies relate to, are a cost to or are a benefit the businesses of CSA members. 

...................................................................................................................................... 

4. THE TERM FOR WHICH AUTHORISATION IS SOUGHT: 

Five years. The reason for this period is that the forces which have already shaped the Retail 
Grocery supply chain and those new forces from foreign competition will continue to exist 
throughout this period. There are no short term measures that will reverse the imbalances that 
prevail and, without balancing measures, those forces will continue to grow throughout the 
period.  

.................................................................................................................................... 

5. PARTIES TO THE PROPOSED ARRANGEMENT 

Names, addresses and descriptions of business carried on by other parties or proposed 
parties to the contract or proposed contract, arrangement or understanding: 

The parties to the proposed arrangements will include: 

1. CSA: 

2. Suppliers of goods or services of all kinds, where those goods or services are: 

a. consumed in the Applicant member businesses (or that of their Associated 
Controller); or  

b. offered for sale through Applicant member businesses; or 

c. relate to, are a cost to, or benefit the businesses of CSA members. 

where the resulting agreed provisions become standing terms of offer or agreed terms of supply 
to CSA members published by CSA to its members and their Associated Controllers, though 
CSA’s system. 

See Annexure 3: Suppliers and Personnel Affected for a list of the persons which CSA 
assesses as likely to be affected by the authorisation, in addition to those persons which CSA 
has assessed as persons with whom CSA is likely to have relevant dealings.  



 

 

See Annexure 2 Part 1: Membership of CSA for a list of the current membership of CSA and for 

CSA itself. 

Each Person listed in the current membership of CSA is engaged in the retail operation of an 
Australian Independent Grocery Store, offering products for retail sale across the range of 
goods ordinarily sold in supermarkets in Australia. A typical set of categories of goods sold can 
be found within paragraph 3 above.  

...................................................................................................................................... 

6. RATIONAL FOR THE APPLICATION AND PROPOSED CONDUCT AND PUBLIC 
BENEFIT 

The Basis for the Application is set out in Annexure 1, Rationale and Public Benefit. 

....................................................................................................................................................... 

7. MARKET DEFINITION  

 See Annexure 1 Part 2. 

................................................................................................................ 

8. PUBLIC DETRIMENTS 

 See Annexure 1 Part 1, Potential Public Detriment. 

................................................................................................................. 

9. FURTHER INFORMATION 

10. LIST OF ANNEXURES 

(a) Annexure 1: 

(i)   Part 1- Rationale and Public Benefit 

(ii) Part 2 - Market Information and Concentration 

(iii) Part 3 - Background Information 

(b)  Annexure 2: 

(i) Annexure 2 Part 1: Membership of CSA 

(ii) Annexure 2 Part 2: Constituent Documents  

(c) Annexure 3: Suppliers and Personnel Affected 

(d) Annexure 4: Market Participants 

(e) Annexure 5: Interim Application 
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1 Rationale and Public Benefit 

1.1 Core benefits from the Proposed Conduct 

The supply chain for retail supermarket offering has fundamentally changed, requiring intelligence and 
sophistication in dealing.  

In order to compete, Independent Retail Supermarket Stores must fund their own independent 
research and establish a capacity for negotiation, where the sole intent remains the benefit to the 
Retailer. Specific to this Application, Independent Retailers must be able to take consolidated 
positions in their supply chain negotiations, to match their retail competitors who already hold those 
advantaged positions, each other major competitor

1
 with integrated “supply and retail operations

2
”.  

The primary public good in granting this Application lies in avoiding the counterfactual: if nothing is 
done to address the supply and operational costs of Independent Retail Supermarket Stores, then 
that sector is at serious risk of failure: What is at risk is: 

a. the diversity of retail offering delivered by the current Independent Retail Supermarket Store 
sector in a form that offers competition to the dominant retailers and new foreign entrants to 
the market; and 

b. the diversity of wholesale offering, as the Independent Retail Supermarket Store sector 
continues to diminish as a market to which suppliers can supply.  

The secondary public good is the opening of an additional pathway for suppliers to place their 
products with a broad retail offering, namely what we hope should become a more sustainable 
Independent Retail Supermarket Store sector. Granting this Application opens communication 
through Co-operative Supermarkets Australia Limited (“CSA”) for those suppliers, sharing the “direct 
to store” suppliers amongst retailers, allowing those suppliers with whom CSA resolves terms to 
efficiently access a new and diversified customer base. 

The third facet of public good derives from the natural consequence of sustaining and indeed growing 
the Independent Retail Supermarket Sector. Where the Independent Retail Supermarket Store sector 
continues to be viable then the existing independent wholesale grocery sector continues to be viable. 
As the Independent Retail Supermarket Sector becomes vibrant, then the independent wholesale 
grocery sector is enhanced. 

1.2 A Sector in Decline 

CSA is formed out of the concern which a core group of the larger Independent Supermarket store 
operators

3
 have for the viability of their businesses; they say (through their work with Stone Advisory 

Pty Limited, a representative body for the IGA Retailers, discussed below) that there is urgent action 
needed to address the long term decline of the Independent Retail Supermarket Store sector. The 
critical issue is the rising costs, relative to sales revenue, over a period of some twelve years. 

To demonstrate sensitivity of profit to sales volume, if you take a hypothetical, sample store with sales 
of $230,000 per week (approx. $12m annual), and assume a sales decline 1% per annum, where 
gross margins remain stable and the cost of doing business rises at a rate of 2.7% per annum, then 
over 4 years, you face a picture as follows: 

                                                      
1
 Coles, Woolworths, Aldi, Costco and Kaufland 

2
 In this respect we include Coles, Woolworths, Aldi and Kaufland. 

3
 The ”Promoters” described below. 
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It is the Applicant’s submission that the declining “Independent Retail Supermarket Store” share is 
worse than the graph above shows. Yet even then, the Citi Research material shows the IGA-D 
market share nearing 18% in around 2007, falling to something in the order of 12% in 2019. But in this 
is understood that the Metcash IGA-D line represents all of the Metcash IGA-D sales, rather than 
sales solely to customers who are necessarily Independent Retail Supermarket Stores.  

The more narrowly industry focussed IBISWorld “Supermarkets and grocery stores in Australia” 
Report of October 2018, whilst generally agreeing with the Citi Research figures for Coles and 
Woolworths market share at more than 29% and 36%, respectively, places the aggregated revenues 
of IGA, Supa IGA, IGA X-press, IGA Fresh and Foodland at merely 7.3% of market share

7
; it should 

be noted that “Foodworks
8
” is specifically omitted from that share. 

Whatever analysis is preferred, what is clear to the promoters of CSA
9
 and both Citi Research and 

IBIS World, there has been a long term decline in the Independents’ market share in the Retail 
Grocery Sector. Noting that Metcash is the dominant wholesale supplier to this sector, at least in 
Eastern Australia, the IBIS World Report puts it like this: 

Metcash’s supermarket brands have lost market share over the past five years due to 
intensifying industry competition

10
. 

And in its Executive Summary: 

The rise of ALDI has forced the two established industry giants, Woolworths and Coles, to 
cut prices and expand their private-label product ranges in response. Smaller supermarket 
chains, such as FoodWorks, have struggled to compete in an increasingly price-intense 
industry…. 

… Industry competition is anticipated to remain fierce over the next five years. 

                                                      
7
 IBISWorld “Supermarkets and grocery stores in Australia” October 2018, p. 26, down from 7.4% in their February 2018 Report 

(see page 23 of that report). One explanation of the difference in assessed market share could be from the apparent separate 
treatment of “Foodworks” as part of Metcash IGAD in the Citi Research, where IBIS World appears to treat them separately. 

8
 Australian United Retailers Pty Ltd, an independent an independent retail supermarket group, whose website states it has 

over 400 supermarkets, food and convenience stores spanning seven states and territories nationally with over 370 of these 
operating under the FoodWorks brand. 

9
 The founding directors, as identified in Founding Directors  

10
 IBISWorld “Supermarkets and grocery stores in Australia”, p. 26 
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Importantly, the IBIS World Report does not place revenue growth for this sector at anything like 4%, 
as the Citi Research suggests. Rather, the IBIS World Report predicts: “industry revenue is forecast 
to rise at an annualised 2.0% over the five years through 2023-24, to $114.4 billion” with that rise far 
more in keeping with the performance over the 5 years through to 2018 and 2019, recorded at 2.1% 
per annum. The Applicant is not aware of forces that would see a 2% jump in revenues over past 
years’ trends. The relative 1% decline in sales to costs in our hypothetical example becomes more 
than just a notional risk. 

The IBIS World Report, in keeping with the belief of the CSA, observes the following effect from 
continuing price competition: 

Grocery price deflation is forecast to have the most significant effect on smaller operators, 
due to their limited buying power. This is likely to contribute to more independent 
supermarkets joining chains such as IGA to capitalise on brand-owner Metcash’s buying 
power. 

This is an aspect of the pressure to which CSA is responding and one which avoids further and 
undesirable consolidation of the supply chain. It should be noted that the awarded “IGA Stores” in all 
recent years source not less than 40% of their offering through “direct to store” goods, hence the 
salvation of Metcash buying power has limited influence in that sphere, without increasing the power 
of that organisation within the Independent’s sector. 

Whichever report you prefer to adopt, the Promoters of CSA believe, through their personal 
experience, that the Independent Retail Supermarket Store sector is in its 12

th
 year of decline 

(tracking the Metcash IGA-D Citi Research line above) and that decline is at least expected to 
continue or worsen.  

The key trends that are dictating revenue and market share in the food and grocery retail sector 
market include: 

 The strategies on price as identified in the IBIS World report adopted by the dominant and 
new entrant players; 

 The increased presence of mid-sized international retailers such as Costco and Amazon; 

 The imminent arrival of international discount food and grocery retailers such as Kaufland and 
Amazon Fresh;  

 The increased consumer demand for convenience and quality products encouraging new 
entrants and modes of grocery consumption into the market, including home delivered meals  
and meal preparation kit offerings such as Uber Eats, Deliveroo, Hello Fresh and Marley 
Spoon; and 

 Increased price competition between Coles and Woolworths to substantially reduce prices 
and promote everyday low prices (such as Coles’ ‘Down Down’ or Woolworths’ ‘Prices 
Dropped’) outside “own brand” offering, again largely in response to the continued growth of 
Aldi and the threat of new market entrants.  

All of these place significant pressure on Independent Retail Supermarket Stores and will continue to 
do so.  

What should also be obvious is that the continuing shrinkage of the Independent Wholesaler supplied 
Independent Retail Supermarket Store sector means that Metcash, as the dominant wholesale source 
of supplies to the Independent Grocery sector in eastern Australia, is equally under pressure; it must 
seek more from less, or else encroach on alternative aspects of the supply chain to its customers, as 
it endeavours to maintain its gross profit and dividend offering. Again this reveals a trite consequence 
of pressure on “price to retailer”, as the relative costs of goods supplied to the Independent Retail 
Supermarket Store sector must rise, when compared to the cost of goods supplied to the dominant 
national and international retailers. 

What CSA seeks to do is to stop and in fact reverse the trend, supporting both the Independent Retail 
Supermarket Sector and the Independent Wholesale sector, both of which are critical to sustain a 
diverse retail supermarket offering. 
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1.3 The CSA Niche 

To understand the existential threat to the Independent Retail Supermarket Store sector, you have to 
understand the high degree of concentration in the Australian Grocery supply chain. The ACCC has 
made its own observations on this and repeating that is not needed; it is known.  

Whilst products to be offered for retail sale by Independent Retail Supermarket Stores are sourced 
from a broad range of suppliers, whether wholesalers, buying agents or direct supply from producers, 
manufacturers or importers, the majority of stock by value is held by a typical supermarket is sourced 
through a single warehouse supplier, typically “brand aligned”. Yet that base supply does not typically 
differentiate the Independent Retail Supermarket Store offering. 

Goods offered through Independent Retail Supermarket Stores broadly fall into the following 
“Categories”: 

1. “Direct/directs” purchases, typically outside the core consumer product lines. These are lines 

of supply developed directly by a Retailer, independently of their primary wholesaler(s), 

delivered “direct” to the store and paid for outside the primary wholesaler system. These tend 

to characterise a given store’s consumer appeal; these create a point of distinction for the 

store. Included in this aspect are categories of health and lifestyle products, niche market 

items, fresh produce, bakery goods, meats, delicatessen items and the like. Even for award 

winning IGA stores, these (with the “direct delivery-charge through” stock described below 

might be as much as 60% of stock carried; 

2. “Direct delivery, charge through” goods, where the product lines are typically developed by 

the Retailer, yet they become invoiced through the retailer’s primary warehouse supplier, 

notwithstanding that the goods are delivered directly from the supplier. The warehouse takes 

a margin on the goods ordered and delivered; and 

3. Warehouse sourced stock, ordered through the warehouse, invoiced and delivered by a 

warehouse. This stock typically represents the majority of stock carried by a retail outlet.  

Stone Advisory has surveyed IGA membership and has determined that: 

1. The “direct/direct” and the “charge through” relationships (Categories 1 and 2 above) were 
developed by the Retailers for their benefit;  

2. Individual retailers tend to keep their “direct/direct” sources to themselves, and hence do not 
realise the opportunities which may be available to improve their own circumstances or those 
of the supplier through collective action. 

In large part, this “direct supply” area is a key aspect of the niche afforded by the grant of 
Authorisation which CSA seeks from ACCC. These are suppliers who occupy space outside the 
“genuine wholesale supply” chain in which the Independent wholesalers sit. The model proposed by 
CSA stands to foster and develop a more diverse pathway for these suppliers to a wider range of 
customers; namely the network of CSA membership. 

It is the Applicant’s submission that: 

1. the threat to the Independent Retail Supermarket Store Sector comes from an inability to 
secure goods and services at prices which allow it to compete effectively with the dominant 
retail competitors; and 

2. the capacity to share information across the membership of CSA and to promote a collective 
position in negotiation with suppliers assist it sustain margins that have eroded over the last 
dozen years and help an Industry help itself to compete on a more level plain.  
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1.4 Breadth of Opportunity 

Base costs of retail operation are driven by the same influences as any retail store, such as rent, 
electricity, insurances, labour and freight, not just “cost of goods for resale”.  

Stone Advisory’s research amongst IGA Retailers category table above shows reveals to it: 

 The average gross margin for warehouse lines is 21 per cent.  

 The average gross margin for direct/direct lines is 34 per cent. 

In practical terms, absolute gross profit for the typical Independent Grocery Store derives less from its 
”warehouse supplied” goods and more from those goods sourced in the “direct” and “direct charge 
through” categories. 

It is trite that the Australian grocery retail industry is dominated by Coles and Woolworths. These 
businesses integrate their wholesale supply side with their retail offering. It is also trite that higher 
volume of purchases, consistency in ordering, certainty in product placement translates directly into 
negotiation power and that in turn translates to beneficial “cost and conditions of supply”. But there 
are other costs savings that flow through consolidation, such as delivering a system designed for the 
retailer that will be designed to give the retailer

11
: 

 More transparency to price changes on “charge through” purchases; and 

 More transparency on the actual “cost” of goods, which can become obscured by “team 
score” or post purchase rebates through the current wholesale system;  

And hence simpler more transparent “cost” gives the retailer better information to determine its 
pricing strategy and more importantly, with that information available at the time the product is 
displayed on the shelf. 

That scale advantage from consolidation held by the Independent’s competitors applies supply cost 
pressure on all manner of inputs, including: 

 labour; 

 base costs and utilities;  

 cost of goods; and 

 freight. 

It is that integration amongst the members through membership of CSA to which the Authorisation in 
this Application is addressed.  

CSA submits that if the counterfactual prevails, then as the Independent Retail Supermarket Store 
sector shrinks, profit of the major chains can then be driven through reducing lines of products offered 
and a narrowing of consumer choice, challenged only by the new overseas entrants to the Australian 
market. So much is observed through the IBIS World Report with the focus implied by the dominant 
retailers in their push towards “own brand” offering to compete with Aldi; the dominant players must 
drive their cost of inventory down to find new savings. 

CSA’s operational niche is to address those supplies that are outside genuine wholesale supply in the 
brackets of “direct to store

12
” suppliers, being goods and services not acquired for resale from a 

wholesaler. CSA does not intend to operate a warehouse.  

                                                      
11

 This will form part of the del berate design of the CSA System. 

12
 Direct/directs and charge through. 
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CSA, if called on, can produce an array of examples that show considerable supply price differential 
of the same or similar goods, drawn from across CSA members and IGA participants collated by 
Stone Advisory. The examples, not surprisingly, show that “larger and more predictable volumes 
dictate price and condition advantages”. 

The current multilateral engagement between direct suppliers with the Independent Retail 
Supermarket Stores has the opposite consequence to the integrated approach, with lower volume of 
purchases, risk to the supplier of consistency in ordering, risk to the supplier certainty in product 
placement. In turn that translates directly into poor negotiation power for the Independent Retailer and 
less beneficial “cost and conditions of supply”. Thus, this exacerbates the cost per item comparison 
for delivery to the Independents, when compared to dominant national and international retailers.   

Without the Authorisation being sought, Independent Retail Supermarket Stores have very limited 
power to negotiate supply prices and share information. To survive, this sector needs that power and 
needs to share that information. 

We repeat, price competition from dominant national and international retailers drives the steady 
decline of Australia’s Independent Retail Supermarket Stores and hence by extension independent 
wholesalers. Those independent wholesalers have faced a steady decline in their turnover over the 
past dozen years.

13
 That places the Retailer in a “squeeze” between wholesalers attempting to 

maintain gross profit from falling volumes and falling margins, as retail customers follow price to the 
doors of Coles, Woolworths, Aldi, Costco and soon Kaufland. 

With the Authorisation being sought, Independent Retail Supermarket Stores have capacity to 
address the cost of goods and services to them by: 

 using the combined purchase capacity through centralised ordering, emulating volume of 
purchases, reducing risk to the supplier of inconsistency in order volumes; 

 having a centralised point for the supplier to address compliance with promotional 
arrangements, reducing risk to the supplier of uncertainty in product placement;  

 Reducing time and resources devoted to negotiation on price terms and conditions; 

 Having control of and transparency of price fluctuations, with the ability to directly alert the 
CSA members to changes in price and conditions, if not to avoid unilateral price and condition 
shifts; and 

 Sharing skills and experience. 

Further, the centralised invoicing systems are to be designed (by the CSA Retailers) to lower internal 
operating costs of both the Retailer and the Supplier, through focussing multilateral ordering, giving 
rise to: 

 simplicity in assessing availability and range of products over many suppliers, delivering 
substantial savings in management time;  

 simplicity in order confirmation over many suppliers; 

 greater certainty in supply volumes for the suppliers and more certainty in inventory; and 

 lower transaction costs for both sides of the transaction. 

This is one attraction of the “charge through” model for suppliers.  

                                                      
13

 Report, page 11. 
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CSA is an attempt to level aspects of the “supply to store” playing field; to address the structural 
deficiencies that exist from the diversity and independence of the Independent Retail Supermarket 
Stores.  

The co-operative structure lends to this overarching purpose of CSA; the focus of CSA is delivering 
profit to its Members through cheaper access to goods and services, rather than delivering financial 
profit in the traditional company/shareholder structure.  

Authorisation is only sort for the collective behaviour of the Members of CSA through the operations 
of CSA. 

1.5 Potential Public Detriment 

CSA recognises that Independent Retailer Grocery Store owners “technically compete with each 
other”, both in their retail offering, but more relevantly for “supply terms” and particularly so in the 
“direct to store” space.  

Fundamental to the “public benefit case” is the ACCC’s acceptance that larger groups and greater 
volumes get better terms than separately negotiated deals forged by smaller and single store 
operators. Yet even here groups of the size of Ritchies

14
 having 77 stores, who hold by themselves 

power to derive favourable conditions, still regard themselves essentially as “price takers” in the retail 
grocery store supply chain and stand to benefit from the coalition forged by CSA membership. 

CSA submits that the reduction in competition between CSA members for supply terms will not have a 
material adverse impact on the supply chain. It is true that CSA’s role can directly affect that part of a 
wholesaler business where they occupy the “charge through” space in that chain for a particular 
line.

15
, yet CSA submits that the Authorisation brings back into balance aspects on which the ACCC 

has made observations as to concentration in the supply side sector, as highlighted in Part 2 of this 
Annexure. 

The Authorisation sought would permit the sharing of information amongst CSA members concerning 
range, costs, terms and conditions achieved across the CSA membership, predominantly by the 
larger CSA members for the benefit of all members. Those larger CSA Members, by their very 
membership of CSA, perceive the benefit of the additional negotiating power through CSA’s 
representation; they join CSA in the belief that the additional benefits from sharing of costs, 
information and negotiating power will improve their terms further, and allow exploration of savings 
through logistics, utilities and diversity of supply lines. 

Whilst “competition between retailers for supply terms” is reduced (yet only as between CSA 
Members) through CSA’s consolidation, it does so to the extent that CSA might cease to operate as 
separate buyers and negotiators.  

 That is not harming any aspect that is genuinely “pro-consumer”.  

 Authorisation does more than offer that retail store owner access to a more diverse range of 
suppliers. Consolidation importantly offers existing suppliers to a given CSA Member: 

o  the potential for operational savings described above (integrated logistics with other 
suppliers and administrative systems savings); and  

o a relatively large range of new customers.  

That CSA offers an enhancement to the supply chain is demonstrated simply: 

                                                      
14

 A group of approximately 80 stores in three States, a member of CSA, who authorises their association with this Application.  

15
 It is assumed that if a supplier business benefitted from such a model, then it would already be using that model. Yet it must 

be conceded that a new player in that field may encourage more direct to retailer supply, yet CSA submits that such a matter is 
not a strong basis for rejecting this application, if it is a basis at all. 
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1. Suppliers whose business is best done by multilateral negotiations will continue to operate 
their businesses in that way. Nothing in this precludes the supplier from seeking any 
alternate path to the retailer’s shelves or remaining with their existing way of doing business, 
if that is their preferred path; and 

2. A CSA Member retailer who believes that their supply conditions will be enhanced by working 
outside CSA will continue to acquire their goods on their own negotiated terms.  

The critical difference here is that a CSA Member who chooses to operate outside the CSA systems 
will be expected to disclose its “better terms” to CSA, to assist CSA understand those things which 
are needed in order to improve the terms to be made generally available to all CSA Members; 
through that information, in the appropriate case CSA would become entitled (with the grant of 
Authorisation) to use the potential volume offered through CSA membership and the greater certainty 
of supply, to encourage that supplier to make its terms available through the CSA system for all 
Members; naturally, such matters are limited by the character of the goods, availability of supply 
volumes and logistics. 

So far as goods supplied for retail sale, CSA seeks to compete in that space of the Category 1 
(direct/directs) and Category 2 (direct/charge through), as well as to negotiate for CSA Members with 
suppliers who contribute to overhead costs. CSA does not intend to operate in the space of Category 
3 (“genuine wholesale supply”). 

Those wholesalers in the Category 2 space, who presently hold the benefit of “charge through” 
arrangements, will face competition from CSA for the margins imposed for booking orders for such 
“direct from supplier” deliveries. Yet these are the wholesalers who already dominate the supply of 
goods to the Independent Retail Supermarket Sector. The counterfactual to granting Authorisation 
allows those already dominant wholesalers to: 

1. Increase their already powerful supply influence over the Retailers; and 

2. Move to extract the savings we describe for the suppliers for themselves, charging a margin 
to the retailer. 

But ultimately, those wholesalers to the Independent Retail Supermarket Store sector must benefit in 
the longer term, if ultimately CSA proves successful in reversing the trend that has resulted in 
declining sales share.  If granted Authorisation CSA says the Independent Retail Supermarket Store 
sector will sustain (or at least arrest their decline) not only itself, but also the existing independent 
wholesalers, who CSA submits ultimately face the same fate that CSA now seeks to avoid.  

Whilst on one level, the ACCC might apprehend that the integrated supply chain of the dominant pair 
of retailers in this space, which places a lower price for their particular “basket” of core products, is 
“pro-competitive” and “pro-consumer”, we can see from the IBIS World observations that this will 
ultimately lead to a narrowing of choice for products within the basket; we do not have to write more 
on that aspect. Simply, if the two dominant chains were left to compete with Aldi and Costco, whose 
savings are based on lower inventory costs flowing from a narrower range of goods offered, price 
competition will lead to reductions in lines offered. In short, competition from diversity will be 
eliminated.  

And so it follows that if the costs savings for the dominant retailers were to be delivered through a 
narrowing of the diversity of products offered to consumers, then suppliers will find less and less 
avenues to find their way to consumers’ homes. Consequently, suppliers who have the grace of the 
dominant retailers have little or no incentive to treat with the reduced range of surviving alternate 
retailers, facing a door to door, multiple negotiation approach.  

Whilst supply side competition between CSA members is reduced, preserving that “competition” ends 
with the result of the current and unambiguous trend: it is a “lose / lose / lose / lose” scenario for 
independently owned retail grocers, independent wholesalers, suppliers seeking a new pathway and 
for consumers through the realisation of an inherently unfavourable cost per item comparison with the 
dominant market players. The counterfactual will result in a reduction of diversity in the supply chain 
and finally a reduction in diversity of retail offering.  
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If nothing is done, the Independent Retail Supermarket Store owner will face increased costs as their 
wholesaler struggles to make profit from decreasing volume, occupies more and more of the direct 
space through “charge through” and leaving the store owner with reduced consumer appeal. That 
must negatively impact the retailers’ capacity to maintain presentation of their store, compounding the 
trend. 

CSA, as discussed below, expects to enter its first year trading with at least 250 members’ stores, 
perhaps reaching 300. As listed in Annexure 2 Part 1, over 120 of those stores are confirmed as 
Members, with more than 100 more having signed documents pledging commitment, noting that this 
Application was lodged within days of that incorporation being granted and that CSA is now 
processing applications that will see its membership shortly at least 225 stores, before widespread 
canvassing of membership interest has occurred.  

Of the current (Promoter) members (of which there are 122 stores), the stores represent larger store 
owners from within the IGA Group, being perhaps 10% of the IGA Network by number of stores, 
representing more like 15% of Metcash’s IGA sale volumes for NSW, Vic and Qld.  CSA has not 
formally commenced a membership drive, but believes that is will grow within 5 years to have in the 
order of 20% (300 stores) of the Independent Retail Supermarket Store sector in Eastern Australia 
without engaging the members of brand groups such as “Foodworks”. 

CSA submits that the reduction in competition between Retailers for supply and the introduction of 
competition in the “charge through space” represents a very small cost, if any cost at all when 
considered by itself, and a negligible consequence in the face of the risk the Industry now faces, 
which will eliminate such competition in a far more adverse way.  

1.6 The Counterfactual Summary 

The most likely counterfactual scenario includes the following: 

 As the Independent sector continues to shrink, following the steady 12 year decline, the 
Independent Supermarket Retailer’s fortunes become joined to the fortunes of its wholesaler 
who faces the same shrinking market share. CSA Submits that it is axiomatic that declining 
volumes for the wholesaler creates increased pressure on the wholesalers’ capacity to 
sustain profits. This has, CSA submits three results for the Retailer: 

o If the wholesaler is selling “less” (as the dominant retailers take market share) then on 
the core range of wholesaler supplied goods, the wholesaler’s capacity to reduce 
prices to its customers (the retailers)  falls, the Retailers become less and less able to 
price match on those core consumer lines;   

o the wholesale diversifies into servicing the direct to retailer supply chain, further 
concentrating the supply chain. 

o The wholesale diversities into integrated retail trading, directly competing with the 
Retailer, namely, the wholesaler’s own customer base. 

 Each Independent Supermarket Retailer is left to negotiate with suppliers independently. 
Independent Supermarket Retailers cannot match volume or purchasing power of either the 
dominant and integrated retailers, or the dominant wholesalers, nor will they have the 
resources and bargaining power of these supply side competitors (in particular, major 
supermarket chains).  

 Suppliers who benefit from consolidated ordering, logistics and invoicing will be driven to the 
doors of the existing dominant Independent wholesalers, increasing consolidation and power 
for the wholesalers in that space. Yet that can only ever be a temporary gain for the 
wholesalers, as the available savings to the Retailer will not be passed on, at least by the sum 
of the margin charged by the wholesaler, who faces less and less competition; 

Faced with competitive constraints in regard to their competitors (in particular, major supermarket 
chains) the position of the Independent Retail Supermarket Stores will continue to erode. Continuing 
higher transaction costs for goods and services and relative costs of goods and services, which must 
be passed on the customers through higher prices for the goods provided by the Independent Retail 
Supermarket Stores if margins are to be maintained will see this sector fail.  
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1.7 Conclusion on Public benefit 

This application is about Industry saving itself; it is about the owners of Independent  Retail 
Supermarket Grocery stores coming together to sustain a privately owned Australian industry which is 
under threat.  

CSA also brings together some of the best independent supermarket retailers in the country and the 
Authorisation permits the sharing of “best practice” between them; that aspect should not be 
discounted.   

Stone Advisory, with the Promoters of CSA, has been on a fact finding trip to Europe and has been 
hosted by some of the world’s leading retail co-operatives who have generously provided their time 
and input to assist CSA formulate its plans. Central to the success of the European model is the 
educative benefits of “shared work” through the co-operative system, which the Rules of CSA provide 
for.  

The goals for CSA are to arrest the loss of market share and in the short term deliver savings that at 
least match the ever rising costs; as the hypothetical example above highlights, the margins are small 
and small difference can have substantial impacts. 

As described above, the reduction of costs in the supply chain will mean that consumers may benefit 
from: 

 An increased chance of there being a continuing and viable Australian Independent Retail 
Supermarket Store sector, leading to consumer choice in location and presentation of stores, 
in turn offering retail diversity; 

 An increased chance of diversity in the suppliers’ market as an alternative pathway for 
suppliers to consumers is opened up; 

 An increased chance of greater diversity in retail lines offered generally, as independent 
stores offer alternative lines, not only to each other (to diversify and compete between 
themselves, exploring niche opportunities from new supply lines), but more importantly 
diversity to the two dominant retailers and the international chains and dominant wholesale 
sources. 

But overwhelmingly, this is about the survival of Australian Independent Retail Supermarket and the 
preservation of the competition and diversity it offers. The Applicant submits that the proposed 
conduct is likely to result in minimal (if any) public detriment for the following reasons: 

 participation, or to become a Member of CSA, is entirely voluntary for all parties and no 
collective boycott is proposed; 

 increased access for suppliers to customers;  

 appropriate governance measures and information sharing protocols of CSA; and 

 the longer term reversal of trend, protecting both the Independent Retail Supermarket Sector, 
but also the independent wholesale sector. 

Membership of CSA and engaging in the proposed conduct is entirely voluntary. Any member 
Independent Retail Supermarket Store remains free to engage with third party suppliers directly to 
negotiate terms and conditions relating to supply without CSA. Likewise, suppliers are not bound to 
negotiate with CSA.  

CSA submits that Independent Retail Supermarket Stores do not shy from competition, but there is a 
recognition that the intelligence and sophistication in dealing in the supply chain for retail offering has 
fundamentally changed.  

This is the Independent sector’s attempt to address its structural weakness. CSA is intent on driving 
the gains to be made directly back to its members, who are Independent Retail Supermarket Stores. 
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The outcome is to deliver the benefits through cheaper access to goods and services, focussed on 
the “direct to retailer” supply chain. Sustaining the Independent Retail Supermarket sustains the 
(highly concentrated, but vitally important) wholesale supply network and challenges that part of the 
supply chain to sustain and improve its efficiencies in the “genuine wholesale” space, as well as its 
desires to operate in that the “direct to retailer” supply chain. 

Undoubtedly, this provides a significant benefit for the consumer in the form of greater retail choice in 
the context of a more fairly distributed cost per item comparison. The countervailing limit here is that 
CSA does not seek authorisation for those things that are actually anticompetitive. 
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2 Market Information and Concentration 

2.1 Products and Services 

The market in which the CSA members operate is the Retail Supermarket industry, but the relevant 
conduct relates to the “supply chain” to the retailers in that industry. 

In the 2017-2018 financial year, the food and grocery retail market sector recorded a total revenue of 
approximately $102.3 billion.

16
 Relevantly, the four largest businesses, Woolworths, Coles, Aldi and 

Metcash Trading Limited (“MTL” or “Metcash”) make up over 80 per cent of industry revenue.
17

  

The market share for the financial year ended 2018 was as follows:
18

 

 Woolworths –       37.2%;  

 Coles –        30.3%; 

 Metcash –       7.4%;  

 Aldi –        9.2%; and 

 Other (including Costco, Foodworks and other independents) –  15.8%. 

In 1992 there were nine, predominantly state-based, wholesalers operating in Australia. Currently 
there remains one national wholesaler, MTL.  Through its subsidiaries, MTL is the dominant 
wholesale supplier of grocery goods to over 1600 Independent Retail Supermarket Stores and 
convenience stores in Australia (the mechanics of the Independent Retail Supermarket Stores supply 
chain is and will remain dependent on MTL). 

The ACCC has previously commented on the position of MTL as the dominant wholesale supplier in 
Australia and these issues noted above. In its report, the ACCC stated:

19
 

The ACCC considers that Metcash is extracting some ‘monopoly’ profits because of the lack 
of alternate wholesaling arrangements available to most independent retailers.  

There is some evidence that Metcash is acting to protect its position as the only national 
grocery wholesaler supplying independent retailers. Metcash is implementing strategies that 
appear to unnecessarily impede Independent Retail Grocery Stores from dealing directly 
with suppliers or leaving Metcash to set up their own wholesaling operations. 

The ACCC also noted that the lack of wholesalers enables MTL to act without a strong direct 
competitive restraint. The report noted that as the only national wholesaler, MTL can take advantage 
of significant economies of scale. The ACCC concluded that:

20
 

On the balance, the ACCC considers that the ‘monopoly’ profit that Metcash achieves by 
being the only significant wholesaler to the independent sector outweighs any economies of 
scale benefits which Metcash might be passing on to the independent supermarkets. 

The current membership of CSA is drawn from the retailers supplied by MTL; the future membership 
is not restricted to that pool. It is the strongly held view of CSA that a strong independent supermarket 
sector can only benefit MTL, yet the business focus of CSA: 

1. intends to emulate the scale of the dominant market players, lending balance to the 
Independent’s capacity to negotiate terms; and 

                                                      
16

 Ibid, p. 23. 

17
 Ibid. 

18
 Ibid.  

19
 ACCC Report, page 131. 

20
 ACCC Report, page 128. 
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2. compete with wholesalers who are moving from “genuine wholesale supply” into the “charge 
through warehouse, direct supply to retailer” niche.     

But that facet is but a small aspect of the issues facing the Independents. The Independents need to 
coalesce to address factors and influences from new market entrants. In 2018 an independent review 
into the Food and Grocery Industry Code of Conduct was commissioned by the Federal 
Government.

21
 In the final report released in September 2018, it was concluded that: 

It is expected that competition will remain strong, with the major supermarkets fighting to 
maintain market share in the face of new market entrants. These businesses have the 
potential to significantly disrupt the market and will force the existing Australian supply, 
wholesaler and retail businesses to rethink how they compete to satisfy consumers going 
forward.  

Increased competition in grocery retailing and wholesaling may benefit suppliers by opening 
new channels to get their products to the market. However, it is also likely that major 
retailers and wholesalers will respond to new competitors by placing greater pressure on 
their suppliers in order to defend market share.  

As the industry heads towards a future of heightened competition and potential for greater 
commercial tension between trading parties, it is important to maintain an effective Grocery 
Code to support healthy commercial relationships and guard against abuses of bargaining 
power. 

To date, we understand that ALDI, Coles and Woolworths have signed up to the Code.  

It is claimed that any costs associated with additional red tape imposed on the wholesaler may be 
passed on to independent retailers, further reducing their ability to compete with the major retailers.

22
 

Hence we believe that the competitive pressures on the Independents and the market within which 
they operate are well known to the ACCC, the suppliers in the relevant supply chain and the 
wholesalers concerned.  

This Application is in direct response to the very forces at work that CSA assesses pose a direct 
threat to the sustainability of the Independent Retail Supermarket Store sector and hence the 
wholesalers who support it and the consumer diversity it offers. 

The Authorisation sought is not about undermining the genuine wholesale supply structure of any 
participant in the Supermarket supply chain. Indeed, the Applicant’s members will continue to depend 
on a viable wholesale supply chain. Yet what CSA aims to achieve is balance in the bargaining 
position both between member Independent Retail Supermarket Stores and suppliers of all kinds, with 
its initial focus on “direct to retailer suppliers”, utilities and services common across the operational 
needs of Independent Retail Supermarket Stores.   

More importantly the Authorisation sought about the exploration and establishment of ways by which 
the independent supermarket owners can derive some strength in negotiation that approaches the 
advantages of their larger, integrated competitors, to sustain the Independent Supermarket retail 
subsector and the diversity, local engagement and deployment of earnings which diversity of 
ownership offers.  

Annexure 3 are the persons identified as the likely suppliers with whom CSA intends to bargain and 
also lists known competitors of those suppliers, also with whom bargains may be negotiated. 

Those kinds of goods and services which CSA intends to focus on are identified in Annexure 4. The 
suppliers identified are corporations typically with substantial capitalisation, who are unlikely to suffer 

                                                      
21

 See report, https://static.treasury.gov.au/uploads/sites/1/2018/10/Independent-review-of-the-Food-and-Grocery-Code-of-
Conduct-Final-Report.pdf.  

22
 Ibid, p. 20.  
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from the grant of authority. Yet many smaller suppliers will be introduced to new retailers, through the 
sharing of member information, opening up diversity in the supply chain and retail offering. 

CSA members as separate operators are unambiguously “price takers” and even their very largest 
members fall to that description. Information sharing of supplier price, terms and conditions by CSA 
members will only relate to the proposed conduct and the normal commercial terms of confidentiality 
will apply. Critical information flow from members will be focused through CSA. This allows CSA to 
extract the value from the information imparted and negotiate with relevant third party suppliers, to 
extract savings and efficiencies afforded through the proposed “collective practices”. 

It is anticipated that products and services will be affected nationally. It is expected that membership 
of CSA will initially be focussed on the main metropolitan and larger rural population centres of South 
East Australia, which the Applicant regards as extending from Queensland, NSW, to Victoria and 
Tasmania. 

2.2 Relevant Markets 

CSA proposes to occupy a “middleman role” in the delivery of options and opportunities for 
Independent Retail Supermarket Stores, specifically in respect of their engagements with:  

 base costs
23

; 

 cost of goods; and 

 freight. 

The bullet points above, plus labour, broadly define the cost centres for the retailer seller of grocery 
products, which all contribute to the ability of a retailer to competitively offer goods for sale. 

CSA membership presently resides in: 

1. Victoria;  

2. New South Wales; 

3. Queensland; 

4. Tasmania; and 

5. Australian Capital Territory. 

Membership is not restricted, nor is it restricted to metropolitan areas, with stores represented in rural 
centres, as the table of membership shows. CSA aims to become the representative for between 20% 
and 25% of the Independent Retail Supermarket Stores in Australia, focussed in the six jurisdictions 
referred to above. 

Membership is not restricted geographically, though there are no present plans to operate within 
South Australia or Western Australia, except in so far as engagement is outside WA suppliers. 

CSA is presently “registered” in Victoria and will be recognised under the Corporations Act 2001. For 
the time being the core IT and administration office will be in Victoria, yet CSA expects to operate on 
a de-centralised basis with region based centres of Membership. 

Negotiation activities will be defined according to the characteristics of product and market; for 
instance, dry goods suppliers, importers and utilities tend to have administration focussed in State 
capitals, whilst “fresh” suppliers can either be “market” based in State capitals or large regional 
centres or can be “on farm” or rural town located. 

                                                      
23

 CSA does not expect to be drawn into negotiations with Landlords or rent conditions. 
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CSA expects to span the range of suppliers through East Coast Australia.  

3 Background Information 

3.1 The Origins  

National Retail Council 

Co-Operative Supermarkets Australia Limited (“CSA”) originally derives from a corporate vehicle 
(namely, Stone Advisory Pty Ltd, “Stone Advisory”), formed as an independent source of advice for 
the “retailer members” of the National Retail Council (“NRC”) of Metcash.  

To understand the foundation of CSA, one must understand the representation the Retailers have 
within the Metcash machinery. Those grocery retailers who form part of the broad network of branded 
and Metcash-related stores are organised on a State-by-State basis (the ACT forming part of NSW). 
There are “State Boards” through which issues affecting the Retailers can be raised and discussed.  

Those State Boards are made up of people elected annually by the Retailers, plus (including for each 
State Board) Metcash representation. This allows for State-based dialogue on the issues which arise 
between Metcash and the Retailers of a given State and Nationally. This occurs not on a store-by-
store basis, but rather each state body addresses general matters which arise across the Metcash 
supplied State networks, as well as cross delivery of information affecting the grocery sector. They 
are best understood as “intramural bodies” of Metcash, but having no formal separate existence

24
. 

In turn, each State Board appoints ‘representatives’ to the NRC which addresses such matters on a 
national basis. It is in that context that this issue arises. 

The NRC, a more formal body within a “Network Company owned by Metcash, exists to further the 
interests of “those retail supermarket owners associated in the IGA Brands

25
. The IGA Brand

26
 is 

owned and controlled by Metcash, yet the overwhelming majority of the stores operating under the 
IGA Brand are owned separately from Metcash

27
. 

It is relevant to understand the purpose and focus of the NRC in order to best understand the need 
identified for the existence of Stone Advisory, which was mandated to establish CSA. The NRC has 
been the peak forum through which the dialogue on the issues which arise between Metcash and the 
IGA Retailers on a national basis can be addressed

28
. This dialogue does not address issues on a 

“store-by-store” basis, but rather addresses matters on the general basis as the issues impact across 
the retailer network; it also serves as a forum for the cross delivery of information affecting the grocery 
sector between the IGA Retailers and their dominant supplier. Much of the business of the NRC is 
devoted to “brand promotion” of “IGA”, as the constitution on which the NRC depends, demands.  

The NRC is, by design, driven towards the advancement of the IGA Brand. Those matters which 
address the advancement of the IGA Retailer businesses generally are not really within the 
constitutional purview of the NRC, except in so far as that is co-incidental with the IGA Brand.  

 Stone Advisory was not intended to replace the NRC, but rather it was created by the Retailer 
members of the NRC to address matters independently of Metcash, originally with respect to the 

                                                      
24

 At least so far as we are aware. 

25
 “Foodland” in South Australia also forms part of the represented ‘group’. 

26
 And Foodland Brand. 

27
 There are an estimated 1500stores in in the Foodland or IGA group, of which it is believed some stores are directly owned by 

Metcash, and noting that Metcash owns an approximate 26% stake in the Ritchies Group….. 

28
 State specific issues are dealt with by a similar State based board – this operates on a similar basis to State and territory 

based “National Representative” bodies such as the National Framers Federation and the REIA. 
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Retailer’s dealings with Metcash, but also to look to non-IGA related matters. That has had the direct 
result in the establishment of CSA. 

3.2 CSA as a representative for all Independent Retail Supermarket Stores 

CSA will never be the representative for all Independent Retail Supermarket Stores, yet it expects to 
represent up to 20% to 25% of Independent Retail Supermarket Stores in Eastern Australia in the 
near term. 

CSA intends to open its membership to Independent Retail Supermarket Stores generally. The 
structure of the CSA co-operative model, including details of its membership is described in greater 
detail in Section 3.3. The key objects of CSA include:

29
 

 the exploration and negotiation of opportunities to address the costs of operation of Australian 
Independent Retail Supermarket Stores; 

 the representation of Members and negotiation with stakeholders of all kinds including, 
without limit, Governments and their agencies to address costs and benefits affecting the 
retail and wholesale grocery industry in Australia; 

 research and the accumulation of information concerning the retail and wholesale grocery 
industry in Australia and the delivery  and use of such information for the benefit of Members; 
and 

 organisation and co-ordination of supply of labour, goods and services of all kinds to 
Associated Member Businesses. 

Rather than operate through a traditional corporate structure (which generally drives accumulation 
and profit for their members when the interests of the corporate structure is served to do so), CSA 
was constituted to operate and derive benefit for its members through the “active participation” of its 
members. It was resolved that a co-operative structure best assisted with this for the following 
reasons: 

 the governance directive of a co-operative is to drive the delivery of benefits to members and 
to do so directly through their “active participation”; it pushes the “profit” into the hands of the 
membership through lower supply costs, rebates and benefits. In contrast, the members of a 
company are not necessarily related to the industry of which the company is in and further, 
each member has an expectation of the company to maximise their profits (without 
participating in the profit generation); 

 co-operatives are democratic organisations controlled by their members, who actively 
participate in setting their policies and making decisions; 

 members contribute equitably to, and democratically control, the capital of their co-operative. 
Members allocate surpluses for any or all of the following purposes: 

o developing the co-operative, possibly by setting up reserves, part of which at least would 
be indivisible;  

o benefiting members in proportion to their transactions with the co-operative;  

o supporting other activities approved by the membership; and 

o active disclosure obligations. 

 co-operatives are autonomous, self-help organisations controlled by their members. If they 
enter into agreements with other organisations, including governments, or raise capital from 
external sources, they do so on terms that ensure democratic control by their members and 
maintain their co-operative autonomy;  

                                                      
29

 These objects are noted in section [4.1] of the Rules of CSA, see Annexure 2.   
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 co-operatives serve their members most effectively and strengthen the co-operative 
movement by working together through local, national, regional and international structures; 
and  

 require maintenance of a “disclosure statement” for new members where they are “distributing 
co-operatives, such as CSA. 

3.3 Structure of CSA  

CSA is incorporated as a “distributing co-operative” under the Co-Operatives (Adoption of National 
Law) Act 2012 (NSW) which applies the Co-Operatives National Law. The “constituent” documents of 
CSA are: 

 Rules of CSA (Rules), provided for in Annexure 2, Part 2.;
30

 and 

 The Formation Disclosure Statement. 

The key structure of CSA is summarised below. 

Qualifications for Membership and Voting 

CSA’s intention is to be a representative body for Independent Retail Supermarket Stores. Given the 
wide scope of entities within this group, the key “qualifications to be a member” are as follows:

31
 

(i) the person is the senior manager of an Australian Independent Retail Grocery Store 
which is not the Associated Member Business of any other Member; and 

(ii) the Australian Independent Retail Grocery Store of which the person is a manager is not 
owned, operated or controlled by an entity which: 

A. is a Wholesaler; 

B. shares a material interest with an entity owned by a Wholesaler; 

C. is a national retailer or international retail operator, such as Coles, Woolworths, 
Costco, Kaufland or similar. 

Members of a co-operative must be an individual. Co-operatives are also bound to a structure that 
restricts “one vote per member”. An issue that arose is that a number of Independent Retail 
Supermarket Stores are owned and operated by the same corporate entity. Having a corporate entity 
register as a member would therefore have the consequence that despite a corporate entity owning 
25 stores, the corporate entity would only be entitled to one vote on matters relating to the co-
operative.  

Active Member Test 

Members of a co-operative must satisfy the active membership requirements in the co-operative’s 
rules in order to retain their membership and be entitled to vote. CSA’s Active Member Test is:

32
 

To establish and maintain active membership of the co-operative a Member must: 

(i) be involved in the management of an Australian Independent Retail Grocery Store which 
has acquired goods or services under the Co-operative Terms and Conditions at least 
once in each rolling 2 month  period;  

                                                      
30

 These documents may be subject to change in the manner permitted under the National Law, the Constitution and the Rules. 

31
 See clause 5 of the Rules (Annexure 2) for a full-definition.  

32
 See Rule 4.2 of the Rules. 
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(ii)  represent the Australian Independent Retail Grocery Store nominated as their 
Associated Member Business in the Application Form by which the person became a 
Member; 

(iii) the Associated Member Business is actively trading, which phrase shall be deemed to 
include any period: 

A. that the Associated Member Business is being stocked to commence trade; and 

B. that the Associated Business is temporarily closed, say for, for vacation, 
renovation, order by an Authority, relocation, emergency or industrial action. 

(iv) Be a Financial Member for the time being. 

CSA’s Active Member Test directly correlates to a key object of CSA, relevantly, to organise and co-
ordinate the supply of goods and services of all kinds to Associated Member Businesses.
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13.  
PENNANT HILLS 

Pennant Hills Market Place, Cnr Ramsay & Hillcrest 
Rds, Pennant Hills NSW 2120  

Karellas Investments Pty Ltd 45793629495 

14.  TRAMSHEDS 1 Dalgal Way, Forest Lodge NSW 2037 Karellas Investments Pty Ltd 45793629495 

15.  PYRMONT 63 Miller Street, Pyrmont NSW 2009 Karellas Investments Pty Ltd 45793629495 

16.  
BLAXLAND 

150-152 Great Western Highway, Blaxland NSW 
2774 

Karellas Investments Pty Ltd 45793629495 

17.  ROSE BAY 1-5 Dover Road, Rose Bay NSW 2029 Andmar Retail Pty Ltd 28155460772 

18.  LINDFIELD 27 Lindfield Avenue, Lindfield NSW 2037 Andmar Retail Pty Ltd 28155460772 

19.  MILTON Shop 23/12 Baroona Street, MILTON QLD 4064 Lunar Investments Pty Ltd 21082951102 

20.  NEW FARM 572 Brunswick Street, New Farm QLD 4005 Lunar Investments Pty Ltd 21082951102 

21.  
GREENSLOPES 3 Chatsworth Road, Greenslopes QLD 4120 

Nocturnal Investments Pty ATF The Daylight 
Trust 

50567871496 

22.  
EAST BRISBANE  33 Lytton Road, East Brisbane QLD 4169 

Nocturnal Investments Pty ATF The Daylight 
Trust 

50567871496 

23.  WISES ROAD 32 Wises Road, Maroochydore QLD 4558 HOFE Supermarkets Pty Ltd 46162394005 

24.  ST LUCIA 240 Hawken Drive, St Lucia QLD 4067 Orbit Holdings Pty Ltd 78153820825 

25.  CLEVELAND Shop 5, 42 Shore Street, Cleveland QLD 4163 QWA Investments Pty Ltd 15125356621 

26.  MAROOCHYDORE Shop 1, 69 Maud Street, Maroochydore QLD 4558 Hook Supermarkets Pty Ltd 48623057214 

27.  ASBURTON 219 High Street, Ashburton VIC 3147 Bayvew Pty Ltd 26906934570 

28.  SOUTHBANK 89-91 City Road, Southbank VIC 3006 Bayvew Pty Ltd 26906934570 

29.  KOROIT 150 Commercial Road, Koroit VIC 3282 Kevmille Pty Ltd 57089590536 
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30.  PORTLAND 22-24 Percy Street, Portland VIC 3305 Kevmille Pty Ltd 57089590536 

31.  KEYWOOD 60-64 Edgar Street, Heywood VIC 3282 Kevmille Pty Ltd 57089590536 

32.  NICHOLLS 88 Kellewa Avenue, Nicholls ACT 2913 Karkazis Bros Pty Ltd 26125820859 

33.  DRAKEFORD Unit 10-13, 9 Jenke Circuit, Kambah ACT 2902 Karkazis Bros Pty Ltd 26125820859 

34.  DEAKIN 25-27 Hopetoun Circuit, Deakin ACT 2600 Deakin Grocer Pty Ltd 71613159112 

35.  WEST HOBART 70 Arthur St, West Hobart TAS 7000 M&D Nikitaras Pty Ltd 71090743196 

36.  BRIGHTON 178 Brighton Road, Brighton TAS 7030 M&D Nikitaras Pty Ltd 71090743196 

37.  DODGES FERRY 60 Carlton Beach Road, Dodges Ferry TAS 7173 M&D Nikitaras Pty Ltd 71090743196 

38.  DEVONPORT 48-54 Oldaker Street, Devonport TAS 7310 Hill Street North Pty Ltd 68604544818 

39.  LARROBE 108-114 Gilbert Street, Latrobe TAS 7307 Hill Street North Pty Ltd 68604544818 

40.  LONGFORD 7a Wellington St, Longford TAS 7301 Browns Store Pty Ltd 86609702990 

41.  LAUDERDALE 528 South Arm Road, Lauderdale TAS 7021 Hill Street (West Hobart) No 4 Pty Ltd 44114600734 

42.  SOUTH HOBART 362 Macquarie Street, South Hobart TAS 7004 Hill Street (West Hobart) No 5 Pty Ltd 90144742736 

43.  NEWTOWN 2 Augusta Road, Newtown TAS 7008 Hill Street (West Hobart) No 6 Pty Ltd 17145085427 

44.  BLACKMANS BAY 5 Opal Drive, Blackmans Bay TAS  7052 Hill Street (West Hobart) No 7 Pty Ltd 31600205838 

45.  WOONONA 
SUPERMARKET 
PTY LIMITED 

50 Nepean Avenue, Penrith NSW 2750 Woonona Supermarket Pty Limited 35773582005 

46.  AMBERLEY PARK 245 Ormond Road, Narre Warren Sth VIC 3805 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

47.  ARARAT              58 - 66 Vincent St, Ararat VIC 3377 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 
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48.  ASPENDALE 
GARDENS  

Shop 1, 11 Narelle Dve, Aspendale Gardens VIC 
3195 

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

49.  BAIRNSDALE  30 Howitt Avenue, Eastwood VIC 3875 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

50.  BALNARRING  1 Russell Street, Balnarring VIC 3926 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

51.  BEACH ST 207 - 211 Beach Street, Frankston VIC 3199 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

52.  BEECHWORTH  24 Loch Street, Beechworth VIC 3747 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

53.  BRIGHT 16 Ireland Street, Bright VIC 3741 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

54.  CAMPERDOWN  139 Manifold Street, Camperdown VIC 3260 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

55.  
CARRUM DOWNS  

Shop 9, 1095 Frankston Dandenong Road, Carru 
Downs VIC 3201 

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

56.  
CHURCHILL  

Hazelwood Shopg Cntr 5-8 Georgina Way, 
Churchill VIC 3842 

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

57.  COBDEN  24 Curdie Street, Cobden VIC 3266 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

58.  COBRAM 47 Bank Street, Cobram VIC 3644 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

59.  CRANBOURNE  23 High Street, Cranbourne VIC 3977 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

60.  
DIAMOND CREEK 

64 Main Hurstbridge Road, Diamond Creek VIC 
3089 

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

61.  
DROMANA 

Cnr O'Donohue St & Point Nepean Rd, Dromana 
VIC 3936 

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

62.  EAST BENTLEIGH   10-16 Heather Street, East Bentleigh VIC 3165 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

63.  EMERALD   342 Belgrave-Gembrook Rd, Emerald VIC 3782 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

64.  GRIFFITH Shop 1, 10-12 Yambil Street, Griffith NSW 2680 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 
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65.  HAMILTON          72 Lonsdale St, Hamilton VIC 3300 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

66.  HASTINGS  Cnr High & Salmon Sts, Hastings VIC 3915 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

67.  IRYMPLE             2109-2111 Fifteenth St, Irymple VIC 3498  Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

68.  KYABRAM          24 Albion Street, Kyabram VIC 3620  Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

69.  MAFFRA 102 Johnson Street, Maffra VIC 3860 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

70.  MERBEIN           100-106 Commercial St, Merbein VIC 3505 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

71.  MILDURA          103-123 Deakin Avenue, Mildura VIC 3500 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

72.  MINERS REST   181-183 Howe St, Miners Rest VIC 3352 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

73.  MT ELIZA  89 Mt Eliza Way, Mt Eliza VIC 3930 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

74.  MT WAVERLEY 283 Stephensons Road, Mt Waverley VIC 3149 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

75.  NARRE WARREN   14 Webb Street, Narre Warren VIC 3805 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

76.  PAYNESVILLE  3-5 Wellington Street, Paynesville VIC 3880 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

77.  RED CLIFFS      1-13 Ilex St, Red Cliffs VIC 3496 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

78.  RINGWOOD NTH  204 Warrandyte Road, Ringwood Nth VIC 3134  Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

79.  ROBINVALE  1-12 Latje Rd, Robinvale VIC 3549 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

80.  ROWVILLE  Shop 18, 1100 Wellington Road, Rowville VIC 3178 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

81.  SALE  177-197 York Street, Sale VIC 3850 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

82.  SEAFORD  280 Seaford Road, Seaford VIC 3198 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

83.  SOMERVILLE  2 Eramosa Road East, Somerville VIC 3912 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 
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84.  SORRENTO  108 Ocean Beach Road, Sorrento Vic 3943 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

85.  STAWELL         126-130 Main St, Stawell Vic 3380 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

86.  TATURA            2-4 Walshe St, Tatura VIC 3616 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

87.  TIMBOON  27 Main Street, Timboon VIC 3268 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

88.  TOWERHILL Cnr. Golf Links/Hastings Rds, Frankston VIC 3199 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

89.  
WANTIRNA 

29 The Mall Shopping Cntr, Mountain Hwy, 
Wantirna VIC 3152 

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

90.  WARRACKNABEAL  141 Scott St, Warracknabeal VIC 3393 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

91.  WENTWORTH 11-13 Sandwych Street, Wentworth NSW 2648 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

92.  WONTHAGGI  160 Grahram Street, Wonthaggi VIC 3995 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

93.  YARRA GLEN  Shop 1 38 Bell Street, Yarra Glen VIC 3775 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

94.  YARRAWONGA  2-10 Belmore Street, Yarrawonga VIC 3730 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

95.  BALLINA  44 Pacific Hwy, Ballina NSW 2478 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

96.  BOONAH  58 High Street, Boonah QLD 4310   Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

97.  DAISY HILL  Shop M1 3-5 Cupania Street, Daisy Hill QLD 4127 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

98.  EVANS HEAD  39-41 Woodburn Street, Evans Head NSW 2473 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

99.  INVERELL  99-119 Byron Street,  Inverell NSW 2360 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

100.  
KYOGLE  

Shop 5,  17-31 Summerland Way, Kyogle NSW 
2474 

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

101.  LOGAN DISCOUNT 
WAREHOUSE 

Logan City Shop Cntre/Cnr Wembley&Kingston Rd, 
Logan QLD 4114 

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 
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102.  
BOAMBEE  

Cnr Lynden and Bruce King Drive, East Boambee 
NSW 2452   

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

103.  
COFFS HARBOUR  

Park Beach Plaza 5/253 Pacific Hwy, Coffs Harbour 
NSW 2450  

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

104.  HARRINGTON 
WATERS  

Harbour Blvd, Harrington Waters Estate, Harrington 
NSW 2427   

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

105.  NAMBUCCA 
HEADS 

Shop 25, 2191 Giinagay Way, Nambucca Heads 
NSW 2448 

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

106.  PORT 
MACQUARIE  

Shop M2 40 Horten Street, Port Macquarie NSW 
2444 

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

107.  TAREE  24-32 Manning Street, Taree NSW 2430 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

108.  
BATEAU BAY  

Shop 2 / 161-173 Cresthaven Ave, Bateau Bay 
NSW 2261 

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

109.  BROADMEADOW  12 Alisa Road, Broadmeadow NSW 2292 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

110.  
CESSNOCK  

2A / 195-200 Woolombi Road, Cessnock NSW 
2325    

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

111.  
ELERMORE VALE  

Shop 1 / 137 Croudace Road, Elemore Vale NSW 
2287   

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

112.  
ERINA  

Shop 3 216 - 218 The Entrance Road, Erina NSW 
2250   

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

113.  ERINA HEIGHTS  375 The Entrance Rd, Erina Heights NSW 2260 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

114.  KURRI KURRI  178 Lang Street, Kurri Kurri NSW 2327 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

115.  NEW LAMBTON  73 Regent Street, New Lambton NSW 2305 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

116.  
NORTH RYDE  

Shop 16 / 203-211 Cox's Road, North Ryde NSW 
2113   

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 
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117.  SINGLETON 
PLAZA  

U11 Singleton Plaza cnr John & Gowrie St, 
Singleton NSW 2330 

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

118.  
SPIT JUNCTION  

Bridge Point Shopping Centre, Brady St, Spit 
Junction NSW 2088 

Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

119.  TAREN POINT  123 Parraweena Rd, Taren Point NSW 2229 Ritchies Stores Pty Ltd 61005041814 

120.  
MALENY 26 Maple St, Maleny QLD 4552 

Maleny Fresh Foods Pty Ltd ATF Maleny 
Fresh Foods Trust  

35070450029 

121.  
MUNDUBBERA 48-50 Lyons St, Mundubbera QLD 4626 

Mundubbera Fresh Foods Pty Ltd ATF 
Mundubbera Fresh Foods Trust 

31101411429 

 



















































































 

Dardanup Butchering Company 100 Wimbridge Rd, Picton WA 6229 
P.O. Box 277, Bunbury WA 6231 

Ella Foods  

F Mayer Imports Pty Ltd B1, 2-8 McPherson St, Banksmeadow NSW 2019  
P.O. Box 196 Matraville NSW 2036 

Free Range Egg Farms P.O. Box 32, Austral NSW 2179 

Freedom Foods Group Ltd 80 Box Road, Taren Point NSW 2229  

G&K 120 Abbott Rd, Hallam VIC 3803 

Golden Cockerel  1483 Mt Cotton Rd, Mt Cotton QLD 4165 

Goodman Fielder Level 5, 40 Mount St, North Sydney NSW 2060 
Lock Bag 2222, North Ryde NSW 2113 

Green Clover Pty Ltd 2/1 Coggins Pl, Mascot NSW 2020 

Hillside Meat Processors 28 Charles St, South Perth WA 6151 

Honest To Goodness Unit D1 & E9, 46-62 Maddox St, Alexandria NSW 2015 
P.O. Box 4182, Castlecrag NSW 2068 

Inghams Enterprises Pty Limited Level 4, 1 Julius Avenue, North Ryde NSW 2113 
Locked Bag 2039, North Ryde NSW 1670 

JMark Pty Ltd 54 Prestige Pde, Wangara WA 6065 

J.C.’s Quality Foods  Lot 1, 1490 Ferntree Gully Road, Knoxfield VIC 3180 

Kadac Pty Ltd P.O. Box 139, Moorabbin VIC 3189 

Kipri Holdings Pty Ltd 30 Perry St, Campsie NSW 2194 
P.O. Box 426, Campsie NSW 2194  

Licensed Socks and Apparel Australia  16 Agosta Dr, Laverton North VIC 3026 

Lion Dairy & Drinks  737 Bourke Street, Docklands VIC 3008 
P.O. Box 23084, Docklands VIC 8012 

Manassen Foods Australia P.O. Box 88, Horsley Park NSW 2175 

Master Butchers 203-215 Hanson Rd, Athol Park, Adelaide SA 5012 

Membrillo Warehouse E7, Units 6 & 7, Market City, 280 Bannister R
Canning Vale WA 6155 

Millers  

Monde Nissin Level 3, 6 Nexus Court, Mulgrave VIC 3170 
P.O. 1384, Clayton South VIC 3169 

Mr Donut 3000 Lower Dandenong Rd, Mordialloc VIC 3195 

Mt. Barker Chicken 2 Alumina Rd, East Rockingham WA 6168  
P.O. Box 785, Rockingham 6968 

N &E Pacchini & Sons Pty Ltd 22-24 Bentley St, Wetherill Park NSW 2164 

Nerang Park Poultry  45 Gilston Rd, Nerang QLD 4211 

News Finance Shared Services 2 Holt St, Surry Hills NSW 2010 

Norco Milk  107 Wilson St, South Lismore NSW 2480 

Organic Trader Pty Ltd 13/809-821 Botany Rd, Rosebery NSW 2018 

Pace Farm Pty Ltd 1 Kippist Ave, Minchinbury NSW 2770 



 

Locked Bag 800, Rooty Hill NSW 2766 

Parmalat Australia (now Lactalis 
Australia) 

Level 5, 35 Boundary St, South Brisbane QLD 4101  

Peppercorn Food Company Pty Ltd 5 Tucks Rd, Seven Hills NSW 2147 

Perth Pork Centre Level 1, 6 Short St, Fremantle WA 6160 
P.O. Box 462, Fremantle WA 6959 

PFD Food Services Pty Ltd 6 Henderson Rd, Knoxfield VIC 3180 
P.O. Box 208, Ferntree Gully VIC 3156 

PM Fresh 75 Northcorp Boulevard, Broadmeadows VIC 3047 

Quality Bakers Level 5, 40 Mount St, North Sydney NSW 2060 
Lock Bag 2222, North Ryde NSW 2113 

Quality Food World Pty Ltd 260 Lower Dandenong Rd, Mordialloc VIC 3195 

Ready Chef Go 70 Grey St, Bassendean WA 6054 

Remedy (Kombucha) 41 Colemans Rd, Carrum Downs VIC 3201 

Royal Foods Aust Pty Ltd 248 Fleming Rd, Hemmant QLD 4174 
P.O. Box 43, Tingalpa QLD 4173 

S & B Gourmet Foods Pty Ltd 1/1 Short St, Chatswood NSW 2067 

Somerville Egg Farm 220 Eramosa Rd West, Moorooduc VIC 3933 

Sonoma Baking Company Pty Ltd 32-44 Birmingham St, Alexandria NSW 2015 

Soulfresh Group Pty Ltd 4/28-50 Cyanamid St, Laverton North VIC 3026 

Stella Bella T/A Foodies 6/2 Bronti St, Mascot NSW 2020 

Super Marketing 6/29 Business Park Drive, Notting Hill VIC 3168 

Tailored Packaging (Markets) Pty Ltd 13 Gibbon Rd, Winston Hills NSW 2153 
P.O. Box 8317, Baulkham Hills BC NSW 2153 

The Market Grocer Pty Ltd Warehouse F2, 350 Parramatta Rd, Homebush NSW 2140 

Tip Top Bakery (George Weston Foods 
Limited) 

Building A, Level 2, Talavera Rd, North Ryde NSW 2113 
P.O. Box 555, Enfield NSW 2136 

Unique Health Foods  15 Rawlins Cct, Kunda Park, Sunshine Coast QLD 4556 

Western Meat Packers Group  37 King Edward Rd, Osborne Park WA 6017  
P.O. Box 29, Innaloo WA 6918 

Yakult Locked Bag 1403, Dandenong South VIC 3164 

Yummy Snack  108-112 Frederick St, Welland SA 5007 

Zammit Ham & Bacon Curers Pty Ltd 131-133 Ballandella Rd, Pendle Hill NSW 2145 
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1 Interim Application for s.88 Authorisation 

1.1 Character of Interim Authorisation 

CSA is seeking Authorisation pursuant to s.88 by way of an Application of which this Interim 
Application forms “Annexure 5” (the “Principal Application”) 

CSA also seeks interim s.88 Authorisation from the ACCC pursuant to s.91(2) of the Act during the 
period:  

1. while due consideration is given to the Principal Application; and   

2. in which interested parties may apply to the Tribunal for a review of an ACCC determination 
(including a draft determination), concerning the Principal Application, once made. 

The conduct for which Interim Authorisation is sought is that conduct sought in the Principal 
Application, but falling short of the actual entry into contracts or understandings with suppliers by 
which members of CSA can place orders with that supplier. In other words, CSA wishes to undertake 
the preliminary works prior to entry into contracts, arrangements or understandings that would be 
proscribed without Authorisation. 

CSA seeks to be able to: 

a) Discuss and negotiate terms for standing offers to be made to the Members and the Associated 
Controllers (as defined in the Rules of CSA as the owner or controller of the member’s retail 
store), including: 

a. arrangements or understandings relating to or that have or might risk having the effect of 
(or providing for); 

b. the fixing, controlling or maintaining of the price for, or a discount, allowance, rebate, 
benefit or credit to be given; 

c. in respect to the supply, acquisition or re-supply of goods and/or services, as between a 
supplier in the Australian grocery industry supply chain; 

b) Research amongst the CSA Members and disseminate amongst the CSA Members such 
information concerning the retail and wholesale grocery industry in Australia for the benefit of its 
members. Such information could include, without limit, sharing information concerning price and 
conditions of supply offered to or existing with CSA members by suppliers to those members. 

1.2 Public benefit of Interim Authorisation 

The Principal Application should demonstrate that an important sector of retail diversity is in long term 
decline; that, by itself is important. The submissions made in the Principal Application are adopted for 
the purposes of this Interim Application.  

CSA holds the view that the sector is rapidly approaching a critical point and needs to act 
immediately.  

The evidence is that the Independent Retail Supermarket sector as currently structured cannot hold 
its market share, and with that, the Independent wholesale grocery sector faces the same risk. That 
risk exists in the face of the previously prevailing economic and competitive conditions. Those 
conditions are worsening for the Independents. 

We have set a simple example in the Application to show the sensitivity of a hypothetical retail 
grocery store to the narrowing margin between cost increases and sales revenue. We say market 
share decline is set to accelerate and that core profit centres for the Independent Retail Supermarket 
stores are under immediate threat from new market entrants and from changes in consumer spending 
patterns; to turn this “ship”, immediate action to implement change is required.   
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These threats from new market entrants and from changes in consumer spending patterns are over 
and above rising core costs. Rising core costs are a considerable risk in their own right, including 
costs of electricity and EFT charges, noting that EFT now accounts for some 90% of all transactions 
and charges born by the retailer, directly clipping top-line earnings. Competition for revenue from new 
market entrants and from changes in consumer spending patterns exacerbates the effect.  

The potential is that Independent Retail Supermarket stores will face the “perfect storm” this summer. 
The critical risks in forthcoming months are: 

a) The declining world economy; this of itself has only an incidental effect on the Independent 
Retail Supermarket sector and that is delivered through lowering consumer confidence and 
hence lower consumer spending. Yet this has a direct and actually very current impact, as the 
foreign competitors eye the more reliable returns for their investment from expanding into the 
relatively more prospectus Australian market. It is no accident that Kaufland has already 
announced its intention to open 20 stores across Australia, with News Corporation reporting 
on 2 September 2019 that these are “half billion dollar plans to flip Aussie supermarkets on 
their head”; whilst Kaufland’s model is likely to target Aldi customers, that will have a direct 
consequence for each of Aldi, Coles and Woolworths, with the Independent Retail 
Supermarket store left in their wake as “the majors” fight over price and supply; 

b) The declining Australian Dollar, now retreating to 10 year lows, increases the cost of all 
imported goods. The consequence of this is direct and obvious, but in a positive sense, what 
this means is that CSA Members wish to seek, as soon as they can, the opportunity to 
develop Australian alternatives in concert; yet without volume the Industry’s capacity, on both 
the supply side and retail side, to do that is retarded; 

c) Climatic Disruption; whilst this might be perceived as playing a populist card, pundits are 
projecting the “hottest summer on record”. That spells considerable risk for a core profit 
centre for the Independent Retail Supermarket store for fresh produce. As such climatic 
conditions, including fire, drought, storm and flood disrupt the primary production supply 
chain. This is at its worst for the Independent Retail Supermarket store, as the supply 
arrangements able to be secured by the dominant market players will take up the available 
supply, causing volumes and quality to decline for the Independents and thus causing prices 
to rise exponentially, and quality of produce to fall; eliminating a critical point of distinction and 
a critical profit centre for the Independent Retail Supermarket store; 

d) General economic conditions, with general economic commentators suggesting the likely 
trend for employment is falling at best. We submit that it is more likely that there are to be 
rises in unemployment. It is trite that the Independent Retail Supermarket sector is sensitive 
to the weekly wage packet, as it is that pressure that drives the consumer to choose “price” 
over “convenience”; it places negative pressure on the attraction of specialty items that draw 
consumers to the Independent offering. 

Independent Retail Supermarket stores urgently need to work together to now begin to work towards 
addressing supply side issues to be able to respond to these matters. 

These issues are matters of immediate concern and the lead time to implement matters is effectively 
months; these are actual current pressures; they are the things which the Independent Retail 
Supermarket stores now face.  

What CSA seeks is a dispensation to gather this information from amongst its members to 
strategically plan the best avenues to identify and address cost savings. What tends to risk breaching 
the regulations is that sharing, combined with the approach of CSA to a supplier seeking the same or 
better benefits for the collective; negotiation force derives from pledging the support of the 
membership in taking up those terms.  As a hypothetical, soliciting a standing offer from a supplier to 
a “subscriber” database made up of, say, CSA members is not something which we believe crosses 
the boundaries, even where we put before that supplier the potential purchase volumes etc. But that 
hypothetical example does not have the negotiating force of CSA putting a position of a capacity to 
“speak for” the CSA Members in those negotiations; it is that path that leads to the risk of 
infringement, in our view. 

And it is that path, the path which could lead to infringement by implementing terms, which CSA does 
not seek interim authorisation for. Rather, CSA would accept that it cannot enter undertakings, 
arrangements or contracts which commit, morally or legally, its members to behave according to 
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terms explored during the interim authorisation period. Rather the period would be used to work 
towards arrangements, but on the understanding that CSA does not have that capacity to commit its 
membership until and unless Authorisation under the Principal Application is granted. 

Such a condition ought not prevent CSA from allowing standing offers to be passed through CSA, so 
long as they do not involve an understanding of some collective commitment between the CSA 
members. Nor should it prevent the conclusion of terms dependent on Authorisation under the 
Principal Application being granted 

Independent Retail Supermarket store needs to put itself in a position to respond to the current 
environment at the earliest opportunity. 

The interim approval being sought should have no detrimental impact on the market or on 
competition. To assess this, we must work on the basis that the Principal Application is declined. If 
that were so, the regulations remain in place to cause CSA to avoid transactions and understandings 
that would be “cartel provisions”; In recognising that, CSA recognises that it would not be able to 
assure to a supplier the CSA would, for instance, commit its members to an arrangement.    

End. 




